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Welcome to NotifyMe
We help companies to collaborate more efficiently 
with their supply chain through process digitalization.

This Quickstart Guide provides a brief overview  
of the software functionalities, as well as step by step 
instructions for managing business processes and 
projects with our customizable collaborative workflows.

We are sure you will find NotifyMe both easy to use  
and beneficial in terms of increasing your process 
efficiency, centralizing information and providing 
accurate reporting and KPIs.

More information can be found at:

notifyme.tech  explore.notifyme.tech

https://notifyme.tech/
https://explore.notifyme.tech/
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1 | Welcome to NotifyMe

Streamline your internal and external business 
processes to accelerate day-to-day activities,  
save working hours, and focus on the productivity 
and growth of your organization.

The NotifyMe platform helps companies  
in the oil and gas, manufacturing and energy 
industry work effectively with their customers, 
suppliers and consultants thanks to our 
collaborative workflows and to the expertise  
of our team in business process optimization.
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1.1   Why NotifyMe

The NotifyMe platform meets the unique needs of the oil and gas, 
manufacturing and energy industries. Automated process workflows 
improve productivity and eliminate chaos. Trade chaotic to-do lists 
and email threads for clean, repeatable workflows with customizable 
automation rules, reports and analytics.

Save time in managing 
your collaborative business 
processes through 
standardization and process 
automation.

Improve customer 
experience by reducing 
miscommunication  
and manual errors.

Increase efficiency Reduce mistakes

Improve planning, tracking 
and reporting of your tasks 
and activities, centralizing 
documents and information.

Connect isolated systems 
together to allow 
intercommunication and 
remove redundant data 
entry.

Increase control Integrate systems

Increase business process digitalization 

Designed to improve collaboration and automate work processes, 
NotifyMe is an example of how digital transformation can add 
value to a business: it helps remove the redundancies of manual 
processing, improves effectiveness on joint tasks and optimizes 
the business operations.

Increase supply chain collaboration

When multiple organizations work together on a project,  
they need to set standard processes that are accepted  
and understood by all parties in order to ensure consistent 
delivery in accordance with the quality requirements. 

The NotifyMe platform provides accurate reporting and KPIs  
and gives you more visibility into planning and tracking tasks  
and processes, helping improve Customer experience.
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Increase business process digitalization 

Standardization and process automation helps save time  
and energy when managing projects and tasks.  
Important information and documents are always available  
and updated online in a confidential and secure way.

1.2   Benefits

Let NotifyMe automatically calendarize all activities 
related to your business processes.

Automate your team scheduling

Keep the project team focused on tasks and your 
business partners aligned with your objectives.

Follow up on issues and Non-Conformances

Process automation ensures consistency of information 
and traceability of activities and tasks.

Accurate reporting and KPIs

Increase supply chain collaboration

External business processes depends on the work of many people from 
different companies and requires an efficient collaboration among 
colleagues, customers, suppliers, inspection bodies and inspectors.

Sharing an online workspace helps keep everyone 
on the same page and projects on track.

Connect companies around the world

Controlled, patterned, and predictable communication 
channels help team members build an effective 
relationship with each other.

Streamline communication

Ensure everyone can receive information when needed, 
even those companies that are not using NotifyMe yet.

Receive and send emails automatically



TASK 1
Send Notification

TASK 2
Prepare Certificates

TASK 3
Prepare Materials

TASK 4
Inspection Visit

DOC. 1
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1.3   Key Features

The NotifyMe platform can help to connect companies all around  
the world by enabling them to define roles and responsibilities, 
automate processes, make information accessible to all,  
and have a shared work plan. 

Collaborative 
workflows

Automated 
scheduling

Central data 
repository

Dashboard, 
reporting and 
analytics

Seamless 
communication

Data 
integration

Use workflows to organize the tasks for managing 
your internal and external business processes, 
involving users from different companies and 
taking collaboration to a new level.

Collaborative workflows

Tasks are scheduled automatically based on pre-defined 
workflow rules, helping users organize their daily 
activities and hit deadlines.

Automated scheduling



READY FOR
INSPECTION

1

API

CERTIFICATE

OK

KPI
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1.3   Key Features

Easily collect all necessary information to start a workflow, 
and automatically update employees, customers, vendors, 
and other teams on the status of their requests.

Seamless communication
Data and documents are updated and available 
online for your team and your business partners, in 
a secure and confidential way.

Central data repository

Integrate NotifyMe with your company’s ERP  
with our APIs, and eliminate manual entry of the data 
required to manage your business processes.

Data integration
Accurate and organized data reports and KPIs give 
you more visibility into planning and tracking your 
internal and external business processes.

Dashboard, reporting and analytics
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1.4   Business use cases

“NotifyMe has given us the tools necessary 
to ensure our reputation continues  
to be a driving force in our success.  
Having full control over the inspection 
process of the products that we purchase 
is fundamental in my job, and now this has 
become standard practice. I must confess 
that when I look for a new vendor or agency, 
I prefer to select one that already uses 
NotifyMe.”

“With NotifyMe, I know our agency offers  
an additional service to customers by making 
our daily activities more transparent.  
I always encourage our inspectors to use 
NotifyMe, because it simplifies their work 
and, best of all, the Basic version is free.”

“All activities are already well organized 
within the software itself. I can keep an eye 
on the planning of all activities within  
my company: from issuing certificates,  
to the preparation of material, as well as 
checking the availability of plant equipment, 
and ensuring inspector attendance.”

“Now my schedule is perfectly organized. 
The documents and information I need  
to carry out an inspection are always 
updated on-line, directly from my mobile 
phone. I just need to access my calendar to 
find out exactly where to go and what to do.”

Plant / project owner
Quality manager

Inspection body
Project coordinator

EPC contractor / Manufacturer
Project manager

Inspector  
Mechanical engineer



By identifying your unique needs, our Business Process Analysis Team 
can design the collaborative workflows that work best for you and your 
supply chain network.
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1.5   Collaborative workflows

In progress CompleteTo do

Plant /  
project owner

EPC contractor / 
Manufacturer

Inspection  
body

Inspector

Task 1.1 Task 2.1 Task 3.1

Task 1.2 Task 2.3 Task 3.3 Task 4.2

Task 2.2 Task 3.2 Task 4.1

Task 1.3 Task 2.4
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2 | Getting started

Learn how to use NotifyMe and be ready  
to digitalize your business processes  
in just 3 simple steps .

Invite users and guests, import your projects 
and create a new collaborative workflow  
in a few clicks.
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2.1   User interface

Quick add
Create new objects in few clicks.

Left panel
View lists, create and select objects.

Right panel
View and modify objects and data.

Search
Search data by keywords. Project menu

Access project-specific objects 
and data.

User profile
Manage your profile.

Admin section
Access the Admin section  
to add business users,  
onboard users and manage 
settings and licences.

Sidebar (Overview)
Access Dashboard, Calendar, 

Tasks and Analytics.

Sidebar (Teamwork)
Access Projects, Packages, 

Companies and People.

Sidebar (Work area)
Access Events, Action Items, 

Documents and Messages.

Online help
Access the NotifyMe knowledge 

base, FAQ and tutorials,  
or contact support.
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Set up your network  
of companies (either your 
business units or your business 
partners, such as customers, 
vendors or inspection bodies).

Onboard users (people from 
your business units) and guests 
(people from your business 
partners) to collaborate  
on NotifyMe.

Your business unit

Business unit

Inspection body

Supplier

Customer Customer

Customer

Customer

Customer

Supplier

Supplier

Supplier Supplier

Supplier

Supplier

Inspection 
body

Inspection 
body

Inspection 
body

Your 
business 

unit

Business unit

Business unit

Business unit

Business unit

2.2   Onboarding users
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Onboarding is the process in which team members are involved  
in the software adoption project and get acquainted with: 

• all the features of the software,  
•  the necessary knowledge, skills, and behaviours required  

for their role. 

An owner of an account is the member that has purchased 
the subscription. An owner can buy, upgrade, downgrade 
and cancel licences for the account, and invite (or remove) 
admins to all business units of the account. 

Account owner

An admin can invite and remove users of the same business 
units, and change member roles to modify access privileges 
for the other members. 

Admin

A guest is a business partner member who has registered 
with NotifyMe, and can create, modify and view specific 
data when invited by account users.

Guest

Persons not yet registered with NotifyMe can be added  
as contacts to a project, company, or other objects  
in NotifyMe by entering their email address.  
This will enable them to receive emails from the system.

Contact

A standard user can create, modify and view operational 
data such as documents, messages, events, and tasks. Standard user

A power user can invite people belonging to business 
partners to connect as guests, create projects and packages 
and view reports and KPIs.

Power user

2.2   Onboarding users

Traning04

User roles

Guest roles

Identify users and guests01

Explain why you ask 
them to join NotifyMe02

Use NotifyMe!05

User and guest sign up03
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PROJECT
MANAGER

QUALITY

QUALITY
MANAGER PROJECT

MANAGER

PROCUREMENT

ENGINEERING

INSPECTOR PROJECT
COORDINATOR

CERTIFICATION

PRODUCTION

LABLAB

LOGISTICS

ENGINEERING

Supplier

Customer

Inspection body

2.3   Projects and packages

In a supply chain, the companies involved in the creation and sale  
of a product need to work together and collaborate with each other, 
from the delivery of source materials to the manufacturer,  
through to its eventual delivery to the end user.

For a specified project there might be multiple packages,  
which represent the network of companies that work together  
on a specified product or equipment.  
Usually, all packages of one project have the same customer  
but different suppliers and / or inspection bodies.

When creating a 
project or a package  
in NotifyMe, you  
will be able to select 
the companies  
and the users  
or guests involved,  
and define roles  
and responsibilities  
for each of them.

The workspaces where the NotifyMe users 
can collaborate online with colleagues,  
customers, suppliers, and inspectors  
are called projects and packages.
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2.4   Workflows and tasks

A simple task such as requesting a supplier to properly complete  
an inspection notification form, or a client to confirm  
an inspection date, can take much longer than expected. This, in turn, 
causes delays or the endless chasing of the people in charge.

Process automation prevents the management of the task from taking 
up more time than required. With NotifyMe, business processes and 
tasks can be generated and distributed through the system, automating 
repetitive tasks and streamlining the communication processes. 

Automated issue and collection of NOIs

In progress CompleteTo do

Forward NOI

Witness tests Witness tests

Carry out tests

Submit NOI Confirm 
attendance

Confirm to Vendor

Confirm 
attendance
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2.4   Workflows and tasks

Task dates can be shown in shared calendars, making the information 
about any schedule change available to the people involved in real 
time – not a project plan merely sitting on the desk but an active plan, 
constantly updated. 

Calendarization of your tasks

This gives customers and suppliers a comprehensive 
review of the exact current status of their order  
and a reliable projection of the future planning  
and status, enabling the projects to proceed as scheduled 
and minimizing delays and costly product deficiency issues.
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2.5   Documents

Users can share and collaborate on files and documents  
with colleagues and business partners, regardless of their location, 
streamlining the way they handle information so project documents 
become easier to organize, locate and retrieve for future use. 
Additionally, rigorous security policies and role-based access control 
are provided, where authorized users alone are allowed  
to view certain files or documents.

NotifyMe helps companies progressively collect the technical 
documents and test reports while a project progresses, and 
automatically build the quality dossiers of their products. This helps 
eliminate redundant data input and allow seamless information flow 
between departments. 

Not only does it save time and effort, it maintains data integrity  
and accuracy as well.

A centralized 
repository that makes 
technical documents 
accessible to all parties 
involved in a business 
process (suppliers, 
customers, consultants)  
helps ensure that only 
approved, current 
documentation  
is used.

With NotifyMe you can exchange  
and organize information or files relevant  
to the tasks and activities being undertaken.Upload the file01

Select the people involved 
from the package team02

Clarify approval and revision 
level for the project document03

Share the document online 
within the relevant package04
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2.6   Messages

Tasks referring to a package share the same team and conversations. 
Using the NotifyMe messaging system, everyone still receives emails 
sent on your behalf by the software (also keeping in the loop also those 
who are not using NotifyMe yet). All conversations will be organized 
by package, making it easier to search for messages related to specific 
packages or projects, even after a long time.

In addition, if someone, including your customers or suppliers, replies 
to an email sent through NotifyMe with a new email, the software 
will capture and identify it. As a result, it will appear in your NotifyMe 
messaging page. Important email replies will not have to be searched 
for in individual inboxes, and your project team will be co-ordinated  
as they work on projects, packages and workflows together.

Emails containing 
Notifications of 
Inspection (NOIs) 
sent by suppliers 
that are not using 
NotifyMe yet, can be 
captured and used 
to automatically give 
the green light for 
the inspections. 
This gives those 
suppliers a basic 
level of interaction 
with the users 
of NotifyMe and 
their collaborative 
workflows.

When selecting message recipients within 
a specific inspection or package, you will 
only have access to the assigned team 
members. This ensures confidentiality  
of information within each package.

Customer

Customer

Supplier

Inspection 
body

Customer

Supplier

Inspection 
body

Your 
business 

unit

Business unit

NotifyMe users
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2.7   Action items

When non-conformances or minor issues are encountered  
during an inspection, some corrective actions are to be taken  
to meet the quality requirements and avoid delays.  
Action item lists are a commonly used mechanism to record  
and track such details.

Furthermore, the progress of the action plan can be accessed,  
viewed, and approved in real-time by everyone involved, inside  
or outside the organization. 

This helps expedite the correction plan ensuring all the project team 
members are on the same page.

Managing the issues and action items through 
NotifyMe ensures an effective follow-up even 
when the corrective plan spans over several 
weeks or months. 

Identify the issue or non-
conformance01

Select the people involved 
from the package team02

Clarify the action plan to solve 
the issue

Follow up on the action items 
in real time

03

05

Share the action item online 
within the relevant package

Make sure the issues are 
corrected as required

04

06
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3 | Integrations

NotifyMe is ready to be integrated  
with your organization’s ERP (Enterprise 
Resource Planning) and to import / export 
data to Microsoft Office files such as Excel 
spreadsheets or Word documents,  
in a view to reducing manual effort  
and data duplication and to improve  
the user’s experience.



.DOCX

.XLSX
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3.1   Rest APIs 3.2   Integration with Microsoft Office

Data integration between the Client’s ERP and NotifyMe can be made 
by means of the the NotifyMe API. This is the primary means  
for developers to access a collection of resources from NotifyMe. 

All APIs under the NotifyMe API are based on REST architecture  
and are accessed via HTTP at specified URLs. The communication 
between the Client and NotifyMe APIs is always secured by using  
a TLS-connection using TLS version 1.2 or higher. 

For years businesses have used Excel or Word files as a way to capture 
business data for business processes, such as NOI forms, data reports, 
timesheets, and more. 

With NotifyMe, worksheet and table cells are mapped to NotifyMe 
fields, so you can capture data directly from those files and export / 
import them to NotifyMe as searchable objects and records.  
This will enable you to produce accurate and organized data reports 
and KPIs and have more insight into planning and tracking tasks and 
processes.

CLIENT

GET / POST
PUT / DELETE

JSON

REST API DATABASE
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4 | About us

We are passionate about what we do.

We are dedicated to the success of our clients, 
and of their industry as a whole - our clients 
are at the center of everything NotifyMe 
does.

We continue to build a flexible software 
platform and provide the support and services 
to help you achieve your business goals.
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4.1    Company

Our purpose
Our purpose is to unleash the energy of the 
users to do what really matters in their work.

Our vision
Our vision is to help the industry become 
perfectly efficient, through a software platform 
with top-notch performances and a deep 
knowledge of the industry needs.

Our mission
Our mission is to facilitate collaboration 
through process digitalization. We design  
and run a software platform to increase 
business collaboration and standardize 
processes to streamline the users’ daily work.

1

2

3
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4.2   What makes us different

Diverse work experiences, both from the software industry  
and the oil and gas, manufacturing and energy industry,  
merge together to form an organized and flexible team,  
able to offer innovative ways to improve how companies  
collaborate in a digital world.

Software 
industry

Oil and gas 
industry

Digitalization Supply chain 
collaboration
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4.3   Contact

NotifyMe Ltd, 18 North Street, Glenrothes, 
KY75NA, United Kingdom

NotifyMe Italia Srl, Via Manzoni 37, 20900, 
Monza, Italy

support@notifyme.tech

info@notifyme.tech

Support

Info

For more information, please visit:

 explore.notifyme.tech

mailto:support%40notifyme.tech?subject=
mailto:info%40notifyme.tech?subject=
https://explore.notifyme.tech/
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